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The medical industry has faced numerous challenges and one in particular has plagued the 
patients and doctors, the lack of communication between all the medical professionals.

As a patient there are two types of medical experiences, planned and emergency. In each case 
there are certain issues. Lets start with the worst one.

In an emergency situation a patients medical records could mean their life. 
According to an article on Healthcare IT News “It's not just the 1,000 deaths per day that should be 
huge cause for alarm, noted Joanne Disch, RN, clinical professor at the University of Minnesota School
of Nursing, who also spoke before Congress. There's also the 10,000 serious complications cases 
resulting from medical errors that occur each day. “ This is a startling problem.

How about in a routine doctor visit, patients spend inordinate amounts of time filling out paperwork 
that is already available in their records. This is inconvenient and time consuming, not to mention if the
patient forgets details can cause a lack of complete and accurate information.

From the doctors perspective they never really know anything about the patient other than what they 
are told and what they discover, this can make diagnosis difficult or even dangerous.

Directly from the an article quoting the University of New Hamphsire “Studies show that one in five 
hospital radiology tests are duplicates. This wastes 20 billion dollars in health costs a year, which 
essentially comes directly out of our health insurance premiums.” 

So not only is the lack of communication costing us money but also lives and time.
It is simple to imagine that so many problems in the broken system stem from a breakdown in 
communication. This is not strictly an American problem, so don’t worry. It is however an expensive 
problem costing billions, and tens of thousands of lives.

http://connect.bcbsnc.com/lets-talk-cost-2013/the-cost-problem/waste/posts/cause-duplicate-tests/
http://connect.bcbsnc.com/lets-talk-cost-2013/the-cost-problem/waste/posts/cause-duplicate-tests/
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Today we will be going over the entire QuickResponse Lifescan System (QRLife System or 
QRLS) from how it will be utilized by hospitals, doctors offices, to how the VA would benefit, to the 
way it will help patients and the cost savings of the system.

The QRLife System in summation is essentially a search, translate, compile system. We search 
the hospitals and doctor offices for your records, we find, verify, and compile your records so the next 
time they are needed that doctor gets the whole picture of all your records instead of a small portion.

We use a secure network to connect to the hospitals and search their records. Any information we store 
is heavily encrypted on heavily guarded servers, with the strictest security standards in the industry.

We will provide a code to the insurance providers to put on the card. This number stays with the patient
not the insurer. When the patient walks into a hospital or doctors office they present the ‘QRLife 
Number’ and this will be entered into our system and the records will then be available to download 
right there on our software. This will eliminate the lengthy check in process and allow for more 
accurate treatment. If an EMT were to enter this code in the ambulance they would receive pertinent 
medical information to saving your life. If they use our provided application they would be able to 
notify the ER with all the medical records waiting for the patients arrival.

We will collect the medical records using a proprietary method which is secure beyond industry 
standards from all participating hospitals. We are making this as easy as possible for hospitals to join, 
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we will never charge them anything, and they don’t need to change anything. To make it easy on the 
patient they will only need to sign a paper to join. No cost. We aim to charge the insurance providers a 
minuscule $3 per person per month, which pales in comparison to the 10 billion dollars spent on 
duplicate x-rays. Did we not mention that our system will make all medical images and videos and files
available to any doctor authorized to view a particular patient. 

We are researching a potential contract with the VA to make our veterans records available to civilian 
doctors and hospitals at the click of a button so our soldiers and veterans can get treatment anywhere 
with ease. No hassle, No difficulty for the vets or doctors. 

How can you help?
Easy. Share the message.
Like and follow us on facebook - https://www.facebook.com/QuickResponseLifeScan/
Follow us on twitter - https://www.twitter.com/QuickResponse
Call us at Richard CEO @ 339-223-1111 or Michael CTO @ 978-408-1106
Contact your representative and mention us.
https://www.usa.gov/elected-officials

https://www.usa.gov/elected-officials
https://www.twitter.com/QuickResponse
https://www.facebook.com/QuickResponseLifeScan/

